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Abstract: 

In digital image processing quality of images are improved by modifying selected features of an image through computers.  

Digital image processing keeps a special role in the utilization of data obtained from remotely sensed data in the digital form. It 

involves complex mathematics but idea behind processing is very simple. Image extraction and enhancement are the two major 

vital areas of this process. Information extraction is carried out with the aid of enormous sources viz. a digital camera, ultrasound, 

remote sensing etc. Enhancement technique is to process an image to bring more clarity besides preserving its originality. To 

perform any technique further to improve image’s quality, image concepts and fundamentals are necessary. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

A visual representation of an object is called an image.  

In electronic form a picture is: 

1. Captured 

2. Stored 

3. Copied 

4. Edited 

To describe an image two terms are used broadly: vector 

graphics and raster graphics. A bitmap image is called a raster 

image. 

 

Popular image formats are: 

 JPEG , 

 GIF , 

 GIF89, 

 PNG , 

 SVG , 

 TIFF. 

 

 Image Processing 

A technique to convert an image into digital form and perform 

certain operations on it, to get enhanced picture and more 

important information about it, is called Image Processing. It 

is a type of action a image is taken as input and output may be 

generated in the form of either an image or related 

characteristics of the image. Normally Image processing 

system entertains images as two dimensional signals while 

implementing already decided signal processing methods to 

them. Image processing plays a vital role in so many fields of 

current technical era. With the enormous use of this 

technology, it is growing at very good pace. It is a core 

research area in maximum all engineering branches [1]. 

 

Image processing follows three primary steps: 

 

 Capturing  the photo/image with digital camera or 

optical scanner, 

 Analyzing and performing the manipulation on the 

image. In Manipulation those characteristics, which are 

not meant for human vision directly spotted. It may 

include: data compression, image enhancement etc. 

 The last stage is output, in the form of altered image or 

may be analysis report. 

  

The reasons behind Image processing 

 

 Improved Visualization – It enhances the image so that 

those elements that are not   visible can be spotted. 

 Image sharpening - To make a image better. 

 Image restoration- To improve image quality. 

 Image retrieval – secure only that part of the image a 

user interested in. 

 Spotting patterns – Finding out various objects present 

in an image. 

 Image Recognition – To separate each object from an 

image to recognize them clearly. 

 

Image Sharpening 

Sharpening is a technique used to increase the clearly 

visible sharpness of an image. Once an image is taken and is 

tried to increase the size, results in reduction in image 

sharpness. To get image sharpness edge contrast feature is 

required to be deployed while changing the image size [2]. 

 

Reasons behind image Sharpening 

Image sharpening is done to overcome blurring produced by 

capturing equipment, to attract attention towards some specific 

areas and to increase precision. Raw images from camera are 

likely to be unsharpened. Image capturing always introduces 

blur. When the light passes through the lens elements some 

amount is definitely lost. As the sensor processes the photons 

falling on it, the sharpes`t transitions are little bit out and 

slightly blurred. When the three different color channels are 

interpolated to create the final image, again, a small amount of 

blur is introduced.  

 

Basic Sharpening technique 

Unsharpened Mask filter is used in enormous tools to apply 

sharpening techniques. In this filter, three fields’ values are 

reset to manipulate the image: edge contrast effect is changed, 

the blur amount of the unsharpened layer is changed and 

threshold is used to prevent over-sharpening.  
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Image Restoration   

In image restoration noisy or corrupt image is taken as input 

and noise free image is generated as output Corruption may be 

due to mis-focus of camera, noise and blurring. The motive of 

this process is to undone defects which becomes the reason of 

degrade an image. In motion blur, it is feasible to come up 

with estimate of the actual blurring and perform undone on the 

blurring to restore the actual image .The cases, in which the 

image is corrupted due to noise, degradation is tried to 

compensate the loss. For this process a model has been 

designed called a “Degradation Model”. In this model an 

image is passed to low pass filter to obtain a new image. Low 

pass filter contains a blurring function and it also imposed 

noise on the original image [3]. 

 

 
Figure.1. Degradation Model 

 

Ways to restore images 

 

1. Inverse Filter : In this filter an image is taken into 

consideration which is being assumed to have a blurring 

function. In this method restoration is good when noise is not 

present and not so good when it is present. 

 

2. Weiner Filtering: In this method, do implement image 

restoration using wiener filtering, which provides the optimal 

trade-off between de -noising and inverse filter. Results 

produced by this method are much better than with inverse 

filtering. 

 

3.  Wavelet Restoration : In this method wavelet based 

algorithms are used to restore the original image. 

 

4.  Blind Deconvolution : In this way, nothing is considered 

about the image. There is no information is available about the 

blurring function or on the additive noise. Restoring image is 

really very hard when knowing nothing about image.  

 

II. TYPES OF IMAGES 

 

A. The binary/monochrome/black &white image  

An image contains sheer zero and one as pixel values, called 

binary image.zero and one indicate  black and white color 

respectively.It doesn’t have any gray level. Resultant image 

contains only black and white colors shown in Fig.1.1. 

 

 
Figure.2.  black and white image 

 

B. Grayscale image 

An image contains 256 various shades of colors, is known as 

grayscale image. It various from 0 to 255. 0 indicates black, 

127 gray and 255 indicates white color. Grayscale images use 

8-bit color format, the most famous and widely used bit 

format. 

 
Figure.3.  Grayscale image 

 

C. Color image 

Color image is the combination of three different colors: Red, 

Green and Blue. Each grayscale image is a two dimensional 

matrix of pixels but color image is the combination of three 

different matrices of RED, GREEN and BLUE colors. Color 

image uses two popular color bit-formats: 16-bit and 24-bit 

format.16-bit format is called high color and 24-bit format is 

called true color format. 

 

 
Figure.4.  Color image 

 

In 16-bit format 5 bits are given to red, 5 bits to blue and 6 bits 

are assigned to green color. Green color has been given wider 

range due to its sooth appeal for human-eye’s vision. 

 

 
Figure.5.  16-bits distribution 

 

In 24-bits color disribution is uniform.8-bit range is provided 

to R, G and B each. 

http://www.owlnet.rice.edu/~elec539/Projects99/BACH/proj2/inverse.html
http://www.owlnet.rice.edu/~elec539/Projects99/BACH/proj2/wiener.html
http://www.owlnet.rice.edu/~elec539/Projects99/BACH/proj2/wavelet.html
http://www.owlnet.rice.edu/~elec539/Projects99/BACH/proj2/blind/bd.html
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Figure.6.  24-bits distribution 

 

III. DIFFERENT COLOR CODES  

 

A. White 

White color is obtained by setting each pixel to 255. 255 

forms white color. For RGB set (255,255,255). In 

Hexadecimal White is represented as FFFFFF. 

 

B. Black 

Black color is obtained by setting each pixel to 0.0 forms 

Black color. For RGB set (0,0,0). In  

 

C. RGB 

To obtain RED color set matrix of RED color to 255 and rest 

to 0 i.e. (255,0,0).Similarly GREEN and BLUE can be formed 

by setting (0,255,0) and (0,0,255) respectively. 

 

Table.1. Hexadecimal codes for colors 

Hex Code Color 

FFFFFF White 

000000 Black 

FF0000 Red 

00FF00 Green 

0000FF Blue 

808080 Gray 

FFFF00 Yellow 

 

IV. TYPES OF IMAGE PROCESSING 

 

There are two types of methods in which image processing is 

done: 

 

Analog Image Processing: Analog image processing can be 

applied on photographs and printouts. This method is suitable 

for hard copies. While using this techniques image analysts 

use enormous techniques for the sake of interpretation of the 

image. Image processing has no boundary for research. This 

process research is depends upon the association to, passion of 

a person for the field. Knowledge of a analyst keeps a crucial 

role in the processing. Study of the techniques is not sufficient 

tool. An analyst required to apply personal knowledge stock 

and image processing techniques for better results [4-8]. 

 

Digital Image Processing: Using Computer images can be 

manipulated by   applying digital image processing technique. 

When images are captured through satellite platforms, they 

contain flaws. To get rid of those faults and to attain original 

image, captured images are subjected to various stages of 

processing. Digital image processing includes three different 

stages: image pre- processing, enhancement and enhanced 

image as output. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

The field of image processing has been growing at a very fast 

pace. The day to day emerging technology requires more and 

more revolution and evolution in the image processing field. 

Images are captured in every field of life for example medical, 

engineering, movies, albums etc. but they are captured with 

faults .To overcome those flaws and to get original images an 

image enhancement process is done with different ways. 

Image processing’s successful implementation required basic 

knowledge about images, color codes, types of image and 

processing. The size of an image is also the biggest issue in 

digital image processing; it affects the processing speed and 

storage activities. 
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